ABSTRACT It is a difficult problem to realize the online simulation of fluid phenomena in a wide range of networking-based virtual reality scenes. Real-time solution and three-dimensional (3D) rendering of fluid dynamic process pose a great challenge to the online computing capability of networking. Aiming to model the spread characteristics of polluted gas, this paper constructs a polluted gas simulation model using computational fluid dynamics in a cloud computing environment. This model is flexible and accepts environmental parameters, such as the wind field and ground features in a cloud-based virtual world. Constrained boundary models are proposed for simulating the interaction between polluted gases and a virtual reality scene. An iterative semi-Lagrangian method with over-relaxation is adopted for a fast solution to the model with both simplicity and fidelity. The reported experiments show that our solution can realistically simulate the movement patterns and real-time temporal-spatial dynamics of polluted gas in a large-scale 3D online virtual world while responding to environmental changes interactively. Two typical fluid simulation pipelines are proposed to reasonable use of cloud computing resources for solution and rendering. The experiments demonstrated that the solution performance of our method is better than the same other methods, and this simulation approach achieves real-time simulation of polluted gas spread in a large-scale scene with online ordinary PC, laptop, or mobile device. This paper proposes a solution useful for cloud-based virtual reality and augmented reality networking, and some other real-time applications dealing with fluid phenomena. This paper may provide basic method and tool for urban computing and policy-making of the smart city.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) devices and platforms, such as Google Glass, Google Tango platform, and Microsoft HoloLens, have recently drawn tremendous attention from both the industry and the research communities. VR/AR are expected to be the next generation
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Killer-Apps in the future Internet, and will be projected to form a tremendous market. And some potential VR/AR applications in smart city have emerged, such as, digital heritage preservation, touristic guiding, mechanical engineering, information systems. However, many technical challenges need to be overcome to facilitate the embedded adoption of VR/AR. Real-time fluid animation generation is just one of those challenges. Realistic fluid simulations can deliver immersive VR/AR experience in future networks.
Polluted gas is an important element of virtual scene in VR/AR. However, it is very difficult to real-time simulate and render fluid dynamics under network environment. This is due to the limited computing resources or rendering capabilities of network users' terminal device (e.g., personal computer, mobile, and VR glass).
The rapid simulation of fluid phenomena, such as polluted gas spread, has long been a long-standing challenging research problem [1] - [3] . Many real-time applications, such as forecasting, quick evaluation, emergency decision making and online Virtual Earth systems demand rapid simulation of fluid phenomenon [4] , [5] . The common way to simulate the evolution process of fluid phenomena is by creating numerical models. Detailed polluted gas data (smoke, fog, etc.) is difficult to obtain however, and usually the measured data is in time slice form with very low spatial resolution. Polluted gases spread across a region in three dimensions. In order to simulate polluted gas changes realistically, the local characteristics and details must be described. Here, high resolution spatial-temporal data is indispensable but the volume of data is huge. It places great demands on both the hardware and software environment's computing and storage capacity [6] . Polluted gas motion is very complex, affected by wind, temperature, humidity, . . . etc. in the atmosphere. Those factors create great difficulties for fast modeling and rendering.
The purpose of this study is to simulate the spread process of polluted gas in a cloud-based virtual world, and try to provide a solution for fluid simulations in VR/AR networking. This requires the simulation model to describe the detailed characteristics of gas movement, to interact with the virtual scene, to be simple enough to quickly solve the simulation model problem and to generate real-time 3D fluid field data. Our study uses a simulation model based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which can simulate more complex fluid dynamic processes, to describe the polluted gas spread process in network based virtual world. An iterative semiLagrangian method with over-relaxation is adopted for a fast solution to the model with both simplicity and fidelity. The cloud computing resources are used for the solution and rendering of polluted gas spread process.
II. RELATED WORK
In environmental research, spread models are usually used to describe the transport, diffusion and dilution of pollutants. Because of their complexity, however spread models are difficult for real-time polluted gas simulation in virtual reality scenes [7] - [9] . Techniques to simulate polluted gas spread are mainly image-based methods [10] - [12] and particle system methods [13] . The image-based simulation method, using two-dimensional (2D) image sequences to render the evolution process of pollution gas, does not express the detailed characteristics or internal properties of the phenomena. Image-based simulation suffers from information loss, and lacks a dynamic response mechanism within the virtual environment. This method renders polluted gas as a form of 2D performance, and therefore does not fit 3D virtual scenes. The method based on particle systems has better performance when representing fluid processes, but also needs to build a simulation model to drive particle system movement.
In the computer graphics research field, fluid phenomenon simulation is usually based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). CFD is widely used for smoke and pollution gas transmission simulation [14] , and can provide detail and accurate data about transmission velocity, temperature, and density distribution of polluted gases. But its calculation is time consuming, has brought great challenges for personal computer-based and real-time applications. Stam proposed a fast solver for the Navier Stokes (N-S) equations, using the semi-Lagrangian scheme for solving the advection term, and calculating the viscosity diffusion term using an implicit iterative method. This method makes a very important contribution for real-time solution and the application of fluid dynamics equations. On this foundation, Fedkiw simulated the movement of smoke (Fedkiw et al. 2001 ), Harris simulated the movement of clouds, and Liu calculated the movement of fluid around an obstacle. In recent years, some other methods for quick fluid simulation started to appear, for example, particle-based fluid dynamic methods, Lattice Boltzman the model reduction method, and so on. However, most of the above methods are experiments in a simple small-scale scene, and don't consider the effects that complex environments bring to the spread process. In a three-dimensional network based virtual scene, the spread of contamination gas should be online simulated in real time, and can be viewable from any position and observer angle. The environment's restriction effects (such as terrain and buildings) must be taken into account. Current methods cannot meet these requirements. This paper will propose to develop a polluted gas simulation model based on the N-S equation that can reflect the interaction between the gas and the virtual scene. Terrain and ground features in this case are regarded as boundary conditions restricting the polluted gas spread process. This study will balance the contradiction between simulation fidelity and quick solution, and simplify the simulation model to seek a quick and stable solution algorithm. To better implement the fluid simulation in VR/AR networking, two fluid dynamics solution pipelines are proposed, and some use cases are discussed. Finally, these simulation and visualization experiments of the polluted gas spread processes will be executed in a wide range of 3D virtual scenes under network environment.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE POLLUTED GAS SIMULATION MODEL
A large number of small solid particles, droplets or toxic gas molecules (such as smoke, fog, SO2, CO2) move in the air to form polluted gas; we will call these gas molecules as particles. Our modeling object is particles. After breaking away from the pollutant source, each particle is affected by gravity, wind, buoyancy, . . . etc.. These factors and the movement of particles, are used as parameters to build the polluted gas spread model.
A. SPREAD MODELING OF POLLUTED GAS
The key to fluid evolution simulation is to determine the current velocity field properly. A physical model, based on the Navier-Stokes equation, is used for fluid description. If the speed and pressure are known at the initial time when t = 0, the state changes of the fluid are shown as follows:
In the Cartesian coordinate system, Equation (3) actually includes three equations:
For an incompressible homogeneous fluid, the density is constant, as shown in Equation (2), and its form in the Cartesian coordinate system is:
The forces affecting polluted gases mainly include: gravity F g , wind force F w , buoyancy F b . Thus:
Particles of polluted gases are affected by a force F w from the surrounding atmospheric wind field. The effect that force F w imposes on the particles of polluted gases, will be reflected by fluid velocity u in the equation (3) . The atmospheric wind field can be obtained directly from the wind field data, or calculated from the wind field model. Assume the density of particles of polluted gas is ρ; the given density of the atmosphere around polluted gases is ρ 0 . Particles of polluted gases are affected by the joint action of gravity F g and buoyancy F b , which together produce a vertical lift force F v , then F can be expressed as:
Finally, there's a need to calculate ρ the density of polluted gases transmitted by the fluid velocity ρ can be described by the advection term in Equation (1):
where s 0 is a density source term for pollutants, for example by fire, a chemical reaction, car exhaust, etc.. Then equations (2), (3), (9) and (10) constitute the spread model of polluted gas.
B. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We assume that the polluted gas emission source is an isolated point source. Suppose that the initial time t=0, and the emission velocity of polluted gases is the initial velocity that the particles of polluted gas leave from pollutant source, and the pressure is 0 everywhere;
(1) When the polluted gas spreads around in atmosphere, the polluted gas particles can freely move in the flow field space. The boundary between the polluted gas and atmosphere is taken as a free boundary. In the other place, such as ground, building, etc., the polluted gas particles' movement would obviously be restricted by these solid boundaries. These boundaries are taken as fixed boundaries.
(2) In urban areas, the ground surfaces are composed of different materials, such as concrete, lawn, asphalt. If polluted gases flow into ground which is concrete, i.e., asphalt or stone area, the normal velocity of fluid will be taken as zero,
If the polluted gas flow into lawn, shrubs or water field on the ground, along these ground boundary, the velocity of fluid will vanish, i.e. u x = u y = u z = 0 (3) Buildings on the urban ground have an impact on the flow field. Along these boundaries, the normal velocity of fluid is zero, i.e. u n = 0 (4) Relative to the effects of the prevailing wind force direction, the buoyancy effects of polluted gases in the atmosphere, can be neglected; (5) On the boundaries, according to Neumann boundary condition, the change rate of pressure in the normal direction is 0, expressed as.
∂p ∂n = 0
C. CONSTRAINED BOUNDARIES FOR POLLUTED GASES INTERACT WITH VIRTUAL SCENE
Polluted gas spread is influenced by the surrounding environment. On the ground, it is restricted by the terrain and ground features; it will diffuse freely where there is no obstruction.
The preceding simulation equations considered the impact caused by wind, gravity, etc.. Next, we adopt constraint conditions to reflect the interactive effect between polluted gas and terrain or ground features. The specific approach is to take the outline of terrain and ground features as the gas's lower or side boundary to restrict its spread.
1) THE TERRAIN CONSTRAINT BOUNDARY
A terrain model can be used to describe the terrain boundary limiting polluted gas spread. Usually a digital elevation model (DEM) is used to represent the topographic surface. In this case the Terrain Boundary (TB) can be described as the original surface fitted by a series of surfaces or planes, which connect with a limited number of sampling points. It is defined as the collection of surfaces S j , connecting sampling points or interpolation points V i in region D according to some kind of rule, for example, piecewise linear interpolations over a triangular mesh.
where, H i is the elevation value at the two-dimensional coordinates (x i , y i ) in a two-dimensional space; N is the set of positive integers. When terrain is fitted with a triangulation net, γ is the rule for triangular-subdivision, and V ai , V bi V ci are discrete spatial points. Then,
2) CONSTRAINT BOUNDARIES FOR GROUND FEATURES
Where buildings and other ground features impose restrictions on the polluted gas, the geometry convex hull [15] - [16] of each object can be regarded as the constraint boundary. Each geometry convex hull is the minimum volume convex polyhedron that contain the building or feature object. The convex hull boundary (CHB) is the set of geometry convex hulls of all the ground features. Let V be the set of 3D spatial points constituting the shape of a building or ground feature. Then the constraint boundaries around individual ground feature are:
3) THE SYNTHESIS MODEL FOR THE CONSTRAINED BOUNDARY
Restrictions are mainly caused by terrain and features. Considering the effects caused by terrain and features together, here the Integrated Boundary (IB) is used to constrain the spread of polluted gas:
where, ⊕ is the symmetric difference operation. When computing the flow field, the boundary condition (2) is used to process the fluid velocity field at the TB − (TB ∩ CHB) boundary; and the boundary condition (3) is applied along CHB − (TB ∩ CHB) boundary.
D. MODEL SOLUTION
In practical applications, the flow field needs to be qualified and expressed discretely. The usual Eulerian method partitions the bounded flow field space into voxels. Supposing the velocity and density is constant in each grid cell (voxel), we usually take the voxel center value as the status or property value of whole voxel. All the values of the grid network change over time. By solving the simulation model, we obtain the spatial-temporal data for the flow field. To simplify boundary constraints, we establish additional grid layers to surround the flow field space. Along the grid boundary layers, we realize the boundary constraints according to those boundary conditions.
In most cases, an explicit method is an unstable way to calculate the advection term for a fluid simulation model. The calculation is stable only in cases where the time step is short. A short time step slows down the calculation speed. In order to solve the stability problem caused by the explicit method, this paper uses an unconditionally stable model, adopting the semi-Lagrangian method to solve the advection item. The core idea of this method is to use reverse processing and an implicit solution method. Each three-dimensional grid cell is treated as a particle to obtain its previous location by back-tracking the particle's movement in the velocity field, then calculating and copying this measurement q (it may be any measures carried by the fluid such as speed, density, temperature, etc.) at that location as the measurement at current measurement, namely:
The semi-Lagrangian method combines the Euler method's regularity and the Lagrange method's stability, to ensure the stability of all time steps with a simple effective solution for the advection term. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method can be employed to handle both periodic and fixed boundary conditions [17] . This paper uses the semi-Lagrangian method to solve equations (3) and (10), and adopts Stam's method to solve for the pressure force term. Meanwhile, a trilinear interpolation method is carried out using the surrounding grid centers. For the differential equation solutions, this study uses the over-relaxation iterative method [18] to calculate varying values over time. During each iteration, the grids at the fixed boundary are calculated with the constrained boundary model, in accordance with the corresponding boundary conditions.
IV. THE CLOUD-BASED FLUID SIMULATION PIPELINES FOR MODEL SOLUTION OF POLLUTED GAS SPREAD
In networks, it is still a challenge to allocate the limited resources among users to meet their specific quality of service requirements [19] - [21] . Fluid simulation and visualization demand high computational performance and graphics rendering capability on the hardware environment. The online fluid animation in 3D virtual scene needs to set up the reasonable pipeline to rational use of cloud-based computing resources for solution and rendering. We propose two typical fluid simulation pipelines for cloud-based VR/AR systems in Figure 1 .
This paper designed two ways of solving the fluid simulation model, shown as Pipeline 1 and Pipeline 2 in Figure 1 . In Pipeline 1, the input parameters, such as terrain data, environment factors, and wind field data, are taken as initial conditions of fluid simulation model. The control instruction is the programming factors for control the process of fluid simulation Both initial conditions and control instruction are deployed on cloud server and accessed by the client application through cloud services. The solution of fluid simulation model is deployed to the terminal VR/AR device, such as personal computer, VR/AR glass, mobile phone.
In Pipeline 2, Both initial conditions and control instruction are accessed by the third cloud server, where the fluid simulation model is solved, 3D fluid animation are generated and transformed into video or compressed data stream to service client application. The client application could be client APP or web browser in terminal VR/AR device of network users, such as personal computer, VR/AR glass, mobile phone.
The pipelines can provide different cloud-based implementation patterns for the simulation of polluted gas spread.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our experiments are developed on a cloud-based virtual earth platform called GeoGlobe (Wu and He 2010) . The virtual city of GeoGlobe is constructed from Digital Elevation Model and Digital Building Model. The 3D urban model is based on simple primitives and a photorealistic model where the pictures are obtained by close frontal pictures, and the dimensions of the buildings by using aerial photogrammetry or Airborne Laser Scanning or LIDAR. These models are quite accurate, and their resolution is adequate. Due to the limited computing resources or rendering capabilities of users' terminal device usually are limited, we adopt 3 representative personal terminal devices as the hardware experimental environment to test the polluted gas spread simulation approach. 
Experiment 1 (The Solution Experiments for Solving a Spread Simulation Model of Polluted Gas at Different Grid Scales):
The solution experiments were made on a personal computer as the User terminal device 1, without adopting any additional hardware accelerated methods. The computing capabilities of User terminal device 1 are roughly equivalent to or less than the experimental environment of Shin (2007) and Liu (2004) . The experimental results are shown in Table 1 , and the visualization effects are shown in Figure 2 . These experiments show that, on the same grid size, the solution time in this study (64×64×64 = 262114) is 0.461s, while Shin's method (512×512 = 262114) is 1∼3s (Shin 2007) . Considering that the experimental computer has a dual CPU, this study's solution time can be converted into about 0.922s, and is faster than Shin's method. Liu's method (Liu 2004 ) is based on the parallel GPU acceleration method, this study's method is CPU-based only, on the same grid scale, and both use roughly the same computation time. 
Experiment 2 (The Polluted Gas Spread Experiment Based on Cloud-Based Virtual Earth Platform):
In a virtual city scene of ShenZhen city in China, this experiment simulates the spread of polluted gas on User terminal device 1, without adopting GPU accelerated method. In this scenario, polluted gas leaks massively out from a point source, spreading over the city. The experimental time for the spread was 15 minutes, divided into three stages. During first stage, the [0,4] minute time interval, the initial velocity of gas released from the point sources is 0.5m/s; during the second stage, the [4, 7] time interval, because gas spread was affected by a southwest breeze, the transmission velocity in the atmosphere was 1.1m/s; during the third stage, the [6, 15] time interval, impacted by southeast wind, polluted gas diffused at the speed of 2.4m/s. We assume that during the spread process, the contaminated gas did not chemically change or experience phase change or exchange heat with the surroundings, and that the speed and direction of wind did not vary with location and altitude change. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the experimental rendering effect with a coarse grid (128×32×16) in a wide range scene. The frame rendering rate is 10.3FPS in Pipeline 1, and the frame rendering rate is 128FPS in Pipeline 2.
Experiment 3 (Fluid Simulation Experiments on Different User Terminal Device):
Base on Pipeline1, the experiments respectively simulated the spread process of polluted gas on 3 types of personal terminal device, such as personal computer (PC), laptop, mobile phone. The experimental scenario is set that, a column of thick smoke spreads out from a fired residential building in a virtual urban community, then it roll up and diffuse in the virtual scene along with surrounding airflow. The rendering of spread process animation is based on 65,536 grids in online virtual scene. Figure 5 shows the black smoke spread process in the virtual scene Table 2 figures out the frame rate of fluid simulation on User terminal device 1, User terminal device 2 and User terminal device 3.
Discussion: In Experiment 1, this study adopted an equivalent computing environments to compare with the methods of Shin and Liu. These experiments show that, the solution performance of our method is better than the same other methods.
Experiment 2 was made in a low end computer environment, without any additional hardware acceleration. In cloudbased VR networking, our solution time and visualization meet near real-time simulation demands. If the hardware and graphic processing capability are strengthened and if acceleration methods are adopted, such as parallel computation and programming based on GPU, the real-time simulation of polluted gas spread can be implemented in an even wider range of complex scenarios.
In Experiment 3, the fluid simulation is carried out base on Pipeline1 with different user terminal device. The smoke spread process can be seamlessly browsed and observed from arbitrary angle, and it integrates well with 3D virtual scene. On laptop device and mobile device, the cloud-based online simulation can achieve real-time animation with the frame rendering rate 286 FPS and 27.2 FPS. Both fidelity and visual effect of our simulation method can make good user experience.
VI. CONCLUSION
To solve the online simulation and visualization problem for modeling polluted gases in large scale virtual reality scenes, this study proposes a simulation model of a polluted gas spread process and introduces a fast solution under cloud architecture This model is robust and enables fast calculation. In particular, it meets the requirements of real-time rendering requirements for a network based virtual world, and realistically simulates the movement patterns and space-time characteristics of polluted gases. Two cloud-based solution pipelines are proposed for fluid simulation in VR/AR networking. Through the experiment detailed in this paper, it is demonstrated that the solution performance of our proposed method is better than several other competing methods. Our proposed method can integrate and balance the contradiction between the fidelity of simulation and fast solution, and achieves real-time simulation of polluted gas spread in a large-scale scene with online ordinary PC, laptop, or mobile device. This simulation approach is flexible and takes into account changing environmental factors as well. This study is of great significance to urban computing, policy making and public participation in smart city, such as urban planning, architectural design, environmental protection, fire protection and ventilation calculation.
Future studies could consider the full use of cloud-based GPU programming, and other cloud computing resources to realize even faster and more robust online fluid simulations, so as to improve system operational efficiency and enhance the visual effects in VR/AR networking In the future, some applications based on fluid dynamic computing in VR/AR networking could be developed to improve public participation in urban planning, policy-making and other fields. 
